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Dimerlike positional correlation and resonant transmission of electromagnetic waves
in aperiodic dielectric multilayers
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In this paper, we investigate transmission of electromagnetic wave through aperiodic dielectric multilayers.
A generic feature shown is that the mirror symmetry in the system can induce the resonant transmission, which
originates from the positional correlations~for example, presence of dimers! in the system. Furthermore, the
resonant transmission can be manipulated at a specific wavelength by tuning aperiodic structures with internal
symmetry. The theoretical results are experimentally proved in the optical observation of aperiodic SiO2 /TiO2

multilayers with internal symmetry. We expect that this feature may have potential applications in optoelectric
devices such as the wavelength division multiplexing system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the pioneer work of Yablonovitch1 and John,2 con-
siderable attention has been paid to dielectric microstruct
with photonic band gaps~PBG!, i.e., photonic crystals. The
propagation of photons is forbidden in a PBG. Similar
manipulating electrons in solid states, it is also possible
manipulate photons in microstructures.3,4 Hence many poten
tial applications have been suggested in optoelectrics
optical communications. Moreover, the concept of PBG
been extended to quasiperiodic structures.5 Among many
studies, the photonic localization in quasiperiodic mic
structures is particularly attractive. The photonic localizat
in a dielectric microstructure bears an analogy to the e
tronic localization in crystal.2 In 1958, Anderson studied th
localization of electrons in one-dimensional~1D! disordered
systems.6 Later on the concept of localization was reco
nized as applicable to any waves, such as acoustical wa7

and optical waves.2,8 It has been pointed out that the loca
ization of waves appears not only in disordered system,
in deterministic aperiodic system as well.9 In 1987, Kohmoto
et al. suggested that classical electromagnetic waves
quasiperiodic layered medium is a suitable system to st
the photonic localization. They proposed that Fibonacci
electric multilayer10 should be a good candidate in whic
photonic localization can be observed. This was indeed
perimentally realized in 1994.11 The interest has also bee
extended to Thue-Morse system, an intermediate betw
periodic and quasiperiodic systems. The propagation of l
in Thue-Morse dielectric multilayers has been compa
with the Fibonacci scenario.12 In particular, it has been
pointed out that the unattenuated transmission roots from
positional correlation in Thue-Morse system,13 and the fre-
quency trifurcation of optical resonant transmission inde
exists in this structure.14 In addition to the Fibonacci and
Thue-Morse structures, the photonic behavior in seve
other nonperiodic structures have also been investigated15,16

It is noteworthy that a localization-delocalization tran
tion of electron was predicted by Dunlapet al. initially in a
0163-1829/2004/69~16!/165109~7!/$22.50 69 1651
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1D random-dimer model in 1990,17 and has recently bee
found in random-dimer GaAs-AlGaAs superlattices
experiments.18 Physically, the extended electronic states
this system are due to the symmetry of its intern
structure.19 Inspired by the localization-delocalization trans
tion of electrons, we are interested to know whether an a
log exists in the case of photons in dielectric microstructur
In this paper, by introducing an internal mirror symmet
intentionally to an aperiodic dielectric multilayer, we sho
that the internal symmetry produces ‘‘dimer’’ in the dielectr
microstructure, and the dimerlike positional correlation
duces a series of resonant transmissions. Furthermore
resonant transmission can be manipulated at a certain
quency by tuning the aperiodic structures. The theoret
analysis is experimentally tested by the optical observa
of aperiodic SiO2 /TiO2 multilayers with mirror symmetry.

II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF OPTICAL
PROPAGATION IN NONPERIODIC DIELECTRIC

MULTILAYERS WITH INTERNAL SYMMETRY

Consider the optical propagation through a dielect
multilayer

S05$A1A2 . . . Ai . . . Am%,

where there are m dielectric layers A1 ,
A2 , . . . , Ai , . . . , Am , with their refractive indices$ni% and
thicknesses$di%, respectively. We use the transfer-matr
method, and follow the description of the electric field in t
report of Kohmotoet al.10 In the case of normal incidenc
and polarization parallel to the multilayer surfaces, the tra
mission through the interfaceAj←Ai is given by the transfer
matrix

Ti , j5S 1 0

0 ni /nj
D . ~1!
©2004 The American Physical Society09-1
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The light propagation within the layerAi is described by
matrix Ti ,

Ti5S cosd i 2sind i

sind i cosd i
D , ~2!

where the phase shiftd i5knidi , k is the vacuum wave vec
tor, anddi is the thickness of the layerAi . Therefore, the
whole multilayer is represented by a product matrixM relat-
ing the incident and reflection waves to the transmiss
wave. The total transmission matrixM has the form

M5S m11 m12

m21 m22
D . ~3!
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Using the unitary condition detuM u51 , the transmission co
efficient of the multilayer film can be written as

Ť5
4

(
i , j 51

2

mi j
2 12

. ~4!

Now we introduce a mirror symmetry into the dielectr
multilayer. By defining

S0
215$AmAm21 . . . Ai . . . A2A1%,

the dielectric multilayer with internal mirror symmetryScan
be expressed as
~5!

The total transmission matrix through the multilayerS hence can be represented by

~6!
e
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In order to show that the mirror symmetry makes a ‘‘dime
in the structure which finally induces the resonant transm
sion, we consider the simplest setting, i.e., the phase shi
wave through each layer is identical:d i5d( i 51,2, . . . ,m).
This condition can be easily satisfied in experiments by t
ing the thickness of each dielectric layer. Now looking at t
center ofM @shown in Eq.~6!#, the pair of matrices related t
the dimer ‘‘A1A1’’ @shown in Eq.~5!# is

M15T1T15S cos~2d! 2sin~2d!

sin~2d! cos~2d!
D . ~7!

Obviously in the case ofd5(n11/2)p, we have

M152I ,

whereI is a unit matrix andn is an integer. Meanwhile, the
most central part ofM is simplified as the product of matri
cesT1,2•T2,1, which is again an unit matrix, i.e.,T1,2•T2,1
5I . On this basis, the second pair of matricesT2T2 @which
corresponds to ‘‘A2A2’’ in Eq. ~5!# comes to the center ofM,
as shown in Eq.~6!. Again, if d5(n11/2)p is satisfied,
M25T2T252I holds. Repeating the same pairing proc
dure, and following the rules ofTi , j•Tj ,i5I and M j5TjTj
52I ~which corresponds to thej th pair of dimer ‘‘AjAj ’’ !,
the total transfer matrix through the symmetric multilayeS
is

M5~21!mI . ~8!
’
-

of

-
e

-

According to Eq.~4!, the transmission coefficient is

Ť~S!51 ~9!

in the case ofd5(n11/2)p. It can be clearly seen that th
mirror symmetry in the multilayerS can indeed generate
series of dimers ‘‘AjAj ’’ ( j 51,2, . . . ,m), and this kind of
positional correlation eventually leads to the perfect tra
mission at the photonic frequencies corresponding tod5(n
11/2)p.

In general, considering the symmetry in the structu
@shown in Eq.~5!# and using the unitary condition detuM u
51, we can rewrite the transmission coefficient of the lig
wave through the multilayers with internal mirror symmet
as

Ť~S!5
4

~m121m21!
214

. ~10!

Obviously, under the condition

m121m2150, ~11!

resonant transmissions are expected in the dielec
multilayer with mirror symmetry.
9-2
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III. OPTICAL OBSERVATION OF SYMMETRIC
FIBONACCI DIELECTRIC MULTILAYERS

The above theoretical analysis can be tested by op
transmission measurements on the symmetric Fibon
SiO2 /TiO2 multilayer films. It is well known that the Fi-
bonacci sequence, which contains two unitsA andB, can be
produced by repeated application of the substitution ruleA
→AB andB→A. Since Merlinet al. first reported the real-
ization of Fibonacci superlattices in 1985,20 much attention
has been paid to the exotic wave phenomena of Fibon
systems~without the mirror symmetry!.21 It opens a way for
technological applications in several fields.22 The symmetric
Fibonacci sequence can be constructed in the follow
way.23 The j-th generation of the sequence can be expres
asU j5$Gj ,H j% , whereGj andH j are Fibonacci sequence
and obey the recursion relations

Gj5Gj 22Gj 21 , ~12!

H j5H j 21H j 22

with G05H05$B% andG15H15$A%. Therefore,

U j5Gj 22Gj 21H j 21H j 22 . ~13!

For example, the fifth sequence is

FIG. 1. Cross-sectional bright-field image of the symmetri
Fibonacci~SF! TiO2 /SiO2 multilayer film with the fifth generation
U5. The SF sequence is marked to show the mirror symmetry.
16510
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U55$ABABAABAuABAABABA%, ~14!

which indeed possesses a mirror symmetry.
In experiments, titanium dioxide (TiO2) and silicon diox-

ide (SiO2) were chosen as dielectric materialsA andB. The
refractive indices arenA5nTiO2

52.30 andnB5nSiO2
51.46

around the wavelength of 700 nm. By electron-gun evapo
tion method, the symmetric Fibonacci SiO2 /TiO2 multilayer
~SFM! films were fabricated on the substrate ofK9 glass.
Before the evaporation, the pressure of the chamber
lower than 231025 Torr, and the films were formed in a
oxygen atmosphere: the pressure is 231024 Torr for TiO2
deposition and 831025 Torr for SiO2. For simplicity, the
thickness of these two materials were chosen to satisfy
conditionnAdA5nBdB , which gives the same phase shift
two materials, i.e.,dA5dB5d. The central wavelength wa
set around 700 nm. Therefore,dA5(700 nm)/(4nA)
.76.1 nm, and dB5(700 nm)/(4nB).120.0 nm. The
structure of the SFM film was characterized by transmiss
electron microscope~TEM!. Cross-sectional TEM specimen
were prepared by ion beam thinning and investigated
Philips CM12 TEM operating at 120 KeV. Figure 1 shows
bright-field image of the SFM SiO2 /TiO2 film with the 5th
sequenceU5 . TiO2 and SiO2 appear as bright and dark lay
ers, respectively. The layered structure is perfectly flat a
the symmetric Fibonacci sequenceU5 is clearly revealed as
marked in Fig. 1.

l

FIG. 2. The measured and calculated transmission coefficieT
vs the wave numberl21 for the symmetrical Fibonacci TiO2 /SiO2

multilayers~SFM! with the fifth generationU5. The SFMU5 with
16 layers:~a! measured and~b! calculated, respectively.
9-3
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Optical transmission spectra were measured by Pe
nElmer Lambda 900 spectrophotometer in the range
wavelength from 175 nm to 3000 nm. During the measu
ment, the SFM film is sandwiched between theK9 glass.
Figure 2~a! shows the experimentally measured transmiss
coefficients as a function of wave number for the symme
Fibonacci SiO2 /TiO2 multilayer ~SFM! films with genera-
tion U5. Obviously some perfect~or almost perfect! trans-
missions have been observed. The measurement transmi
spectrum@shown in Fig. 2~a!# is in good agreement with th
numerical calculation@shown in Fig. 2~b!#. It is quite inter-
esting to compare the optical transmission of the SFM w
that of the Fibonacci SiO2 /TiO2 multilayers ~FM! without
symmetry. Figure 2~c! gives the calculated transmission c
efficients of SiO2 /TiO2 Fibonacci multilayer film~without
mirror symmetry!. Obviously, the poor transmission of th
optical wave usually occurs in ordinary Fibonacci dielect
multilayers; while some resonant modes with perfect tra
mission indeed exist in symmetric Fibonacci multilaye
More experimental evidences can be found in Ref. 24.

Here we focus on the perfect transmission peaks,
completely transparent states. Taking the SFMU5 as an ex-
ample, we will show that some completely transparent sta
are related to the ‘‘dimer’’ in the structureU5. There are
several kinds of dimers inU5 contributing to resonant trans
missions.

~i! According to Eqs.~5!–~9!, the dimer ‘‘AA’’ or ‘‘ BB’’
induces the resonant transmission atd5(n11/2)p, i.e., at
the central wavelengthlc5700 nm.

~ii ! There also are the dimers ‘‘CC’ ’( C5ABA) and
‘‘ DD ’ ’( D5BAB) in the multilayer U5 sandwiched be-
tween theK9 glass (the refractive index ofK9 glass isnk9

.1.5). The sandwichedU5 can be approximately expresse
as

~15!

The total transmission matrix through the multilayerU5* is

~16!

where

Mu5TATB,ATBTA,BTA ,

M v5TBTA,BTATB,ATB.

Now we apply the Cayley-Hamilton theorem for 232 uni-
modular matrices as25

NN5Tr~N!~N2I !, ~17!
16510
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whereN is a unimodular matrix and its trace is Tr(N). Look-
ing at the center ofM (U5* ) @shown in Eq.~16!#, the pair of
matrices which corresponds to the dimer ‘‘CC’’ @C5ABA#
can be expressed as

MuMu5Tr~Mu!~Mu2I !. ~18!

It is found that if

d5~n11/2!p,

or

d5np6
1

2
arccosS r 21

r 11D , ~19!

where r 5nA /nB1nB /nA11 and n is an integer, we have
Tr(Mu)50. Therefore, the product of matrices is minus u
matrix, i.e., (Mu)252I . On this basis, the second dime
‘‘ CC’’ @C5ABA, shown in Eq.~16!# comes to the center o
M (U5* ). Obviously, (Mu)45I in the case of Eq.~19!. Now
due toTB,ATA,B5I , the third pair of matricesM vM v is at the
center ofM (U5* ) @to see Eq.~16!#. The pair ofM vM v cor-
responds to the dimer ‘‘DD ’’ ( D5BAB) in Eq. ~15!. Again,
using the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, we haveM vM v
5Tr(M v)(M v2I ). Interestingly, Tr(M v)50 under the con-
dition of Eq. ~19!. Therefore, the total transfer matri
through the symmetric multilayerU5* satisfies M (U5* )

52I , and the transmission coefficient isŤ(U5* )51. That is
to say, the dimers of both ‘‘CC’’ and ‘‘ DD ’’ in the sand-
wichedU5* film additionally induce the two perfect transmis
sion peaks at the photonic frequencies corresponding to
~19!.

It is shown that the mirror symmetry has made seve
kinds of dimers in SFMU5* , and the dimerlike positiona
correlation has induced the resonant transmission. Howe
not all perfect transmission peaks come from the dimerl
correlation. In fact, the electronic delocalization has be
found in both symmetric and nonsymmetric dimer, trim
andn-mer models.26 Therefore, the internal mirror symmetr
is not a necessary condition for the presence of the electr
delocalization. Instead, it is the short-range spatial corre
tion that inhibits localization of electronic states in these c
related disorder systems. Similar to the case of elect
some perfect transmission of electromagnetic wave m
originate from other positional correlations besides the dim
in the internal structure.

IV. MANIPULATION OF RESONANT TRANSMISSION
OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE BY TUNING

NONPERIODIC STRUCTURE

According to above analysis, the perfect transmiss
definitely occurs if the mirror symmetry is introduced in
the structure. Actually, the perfect transmission can be c
trolled at a specific wavelength if the special structure w
an internal symmetry is achieved. Here we present a wa
obtain the resonant mode at the specified wavelength in
9-4
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DIMERLIKE POSITIONAL CORRELATION AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 165109 ~2004!
called symmetric multilayers with defects~SMD!. For the
simplification, we still choose two kinds of dielectric mat
rials A and B with the thicknesses of two different laye
satisfying nAdA5nBdB , therefore the phase shift corre
sponding to the two different layers is the same asdA5dB
5d. Now we present the construction of the SMD and th
optical transmission based on Eq.~10!. First, it is well
known12 that there is a wide gap aroundd05p/2 @as shown
in Fig. 3~a!# in the optical transmission spectrum of the p
riodic multilayer ‘‘ABABAB. . . . ’’ Here, we define a peri-
odic structure as the base of the SMD, i.e.,V1
5$ABABAB%. In the second, if the multilayer film is con
structed asV25V1øV1

21~where V1
21 is defined asV1

21

5$BABABA%), there will be one perfect transmission pe
at the optical phase ofd05p/2 within the central gap@shown
in Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!#. Obviously, this perfect transmissio
comes from the prediction shown in Eqs.~5!–~9!. Thirdly, if
we construct the symmetric multilayer with defects~SMD!
as V35V2øV2, three perfect transmission peaks occur
the central gap as shown in Figs. 3~d! and 3~e!. The optical
phases of these three resonant modes are distributed atd21 ,
d0, andd1, whereDd5d12d05d02d21. Furthermore, if
the fourth SMD is formed asV45V3øV25V2øV2øV2, as
can be seen in Fig. 3~f! and 3~g!, five perfect transmission
peaks occur at the central gap of the transmission spect
They locate at the optical phasesd22 , d21 , d0 , d1, andd2,
respectively. Therefore, afterk operations, the SMD pos

FIG. 3. The calculated transmission coefficientT as a function
of the optical phased for the symmetric multilayer with defect
~SMD!: ~a! the periodic multilayer;~b! the SMD asV2; ~c! the
enlargement of~b! aroundd050.5p; ~d! the SMD asV3; ~e! the
enlargement of~d! aroundd050.5p, ~f! the SMD asV4; ~g! the
enlargement of~f! aroundd050.5p, respectively.V2 , V3, andV4

are described in the text.
16510
r

-

m.

sessesk21 units of V2, and there will be 2k23 perfect
peaks aroundd05p/2 in the corresponding optical transmi
sion spectrum, i.e., 2k23 resonant modes can be achieved
the specified phases. And if the two nearest peaks of per
transmissions away from the central peak atd05p/2 are
marked by ‘‘21’’ and ‘‘ 11,’’ respectively, the correspond
ing phasesd21 or d1 approximately satisfy the relationDd
5d12d05d02d21.0.01510.05p exp(2k/2.66) as shown
in Fig. 4, wherek21 is the number ofV2 in the SMD
constructed by the above operation. Once the dielectric
terials and their thicknesses in the multilayers are chosen
phase in the optical transmission spectrum is directly rela
to the wavelength of the light. Therefore, it seems that
perfect transmissions can be controlled at certain wa
lengths following this way.

The experiments of the SMD SiO2 /TiO2 films have dem-
onstrated the above calculation. The fabrication parame
and the optical observations are the same as those for
symmetric Fibonacci SiO2 /TiO2 multilayer films given in
Sec. III. Figure 5 shows the measured and the calcula
transmission coefficients within the central gap as a funct
of wave number for SMD films with the symmetric sequen
V2 ,V3 ,V4, respectively. It is shown that afterk operations,
the SMD multilayers indeed give 2k23 resonant transmis
sions in the central gap of optical transmission spectra. F
thermore, it is found that the width among resonant mo
can be tuned if we adjust the position of defect in the SM
In the SMD V3 with k53, three resonant peaks within th
central gap appear atl.740 nm, 702 nm, and 658 nm, re
spectively@shown in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!#. The width among
resonant peaks isDl.40 nm. While adjusting the position
of the defect ‘‘BB’’ in the same SMD structure (k53), three
resonant peaks within the central gap can appear al
.769 nm, 700 nm, and 632 nm, respectively@shown in
Figs. 6~c! and 6~d!#. Obviously, the width among resonan
peaks is enlarged toDl.68 nm. The similar situation can
happen in the SMD withk54. Figure 7 presents the trans
mission spectra of the four different SMD films withk54 in
the central gap, the widths among five resonant peaks
be adjusted by changing the positions of defects ‘‘AA’’ and

FIG. 4. The relation between the optical phased1 of the nearest
perfect peaks away from the central peak atd050.5p and the num-
ber of V2, i.e., k in the SMD described in the text.
9-5
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‘‘ BB’’ in the SMD with k54. That is to say, the width
among these five peaks can be tuned almost to be identit~as
shown in Figs. 7~a!–7~d!#; The widths can also be quite dis
tinguished~as shown in Figs. 7~e!–7~h!#. Generally speak-
ing, the resonant modes, which are required in the optoe
tronic devices, can be achieved by designing the dielec
multilayers with a specific symmetric structure. The SM
film is just one of examples.

FIG. 5. The measured and calculated transmission coefficieT
as a function of the wave numberl21 for the symmetric TiO2 /SiO2

mutilayers with defects in the central gap. The SMDV2 with 12
layers:~a! measured and~b! calculated; The SMDV3 with 24 lay-
ers:~c! measured and~d! calculated; The SMDV4 with 36 layers:
~e! measured and~f! calculated, respectively.

FIG. 6. The measured and calculated transmission coefficienT
as a function of the wave numberl21 for the third symmetric
TiO2 /SiO2 multilayers with defects~SMD! with 24 dielectric lay-
ers. The SMD V35$ABABABBABABAABABABBABABA%:
~a! measured and ~b! calculated; The SMD V38
5$ABABABABBABAABABBABABABA%: ~c! measured and~d!
calculated, respectively.
16510
c-
ic

It is obvious that in the SMD, the defects lead to t
photonic localized states. As a result, the transmission pe
appear in the PBG. The number of transmission peaks
pends on the number of defects. Further, the location and
width of these peaks are determined by the position of
defects in the structure. Similar phenomena can be foun
other structures. For example, ten coupled microcavities
porous silicon in the Bragg mirror can produce ten propa
tion modes in the PBG.27 Besides, in planar multiple-
microcavity structures, the scattering states can form a se
of discrete levels, the photonic Bloch oscillation and pho
nic Wannier-Stark ladder have been theoretica
demonstrated.28 It is an analog to electronic Bloch oscilla
tions in crystal subjected to an electric field. For photo
however, the role of the electric field is played by a grad
variation of the crystal cell. In a SMD, there exists a gradie
of the size of the elementary cell of the optical crystal. Fro
this point of view, it is very interesting to know whether th
photonic Bloch oscillation occur in a SMD or not. Certainl
the detection of the photonic Bloch oscillation requires tim
resolved optical experiments.

V. SUMMARY

To summarize, we have investigated the propagat
of electromagnetic wave in aperiodic dielectric multilaye
with internal symmetry. It is shown that the mirror symmet
imposes positional correlation to the structure, for examp
creates a series of ‘‘dimers.’’ The dimerlike positional corr
lation induces the resonant effect of electromagnetic wa
which is characterized by perfect transmissions. We dem
strate that this property is generic for the multilayer film
with an internal symmetry. We have also presented a wa
manipulate the resonant transmission at a specific wa
e

FIG. 7. The measured and calculated transmission c
ficients T as a function of the wave numberl21 for the fourth
symmetric TiO2 /SiO2 multilayers with defects~SMD! with 36 di-
electric layers. The SMDV4: ~a! measured and~b! calculated; the
SMD V48: ~c! measured and~d! calculated. The SMDV49: ~e! mea-
sured and~f! calculated; the SMDV4-: ~g! measured and~h! calcu-
lated, respectively.
9-6
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DIMERLIKE POSITIONAL CORRELATION AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 165109 ~2004!
length by designing the symmetric multilayer with defec
~SMD!. The theoretical analysis has been experiment
checked in the aperiodic SiO2 /TiO2 multilayer films. Due to
the existence of resonant transmission modes and to the
structure of transmission spectra, we suggest that the a
odic dielectric multilayer with internal symmetry may hav
potential applications in the multiwavelength narrow ba
optical filters and the wavelength division multiplexin
systems.
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